
are the conditions under which currentielectric-Recovery Characteristics zeros can be forced in arc extinction with
the resulting high voltages.

0 o er 6%rs i A Ae#4 i a sRecognizing this to be a general field
of considerable importance at the present
time, a co-operative research program on

G. D. McCANN J. E. CONNER H. M. ELLIS dielectric recovery has been instigated
FELLOW AIEE NONMEMBER AIEE STUDENT MEMBER AIEE at the High Voltage Laboratory of the

California Institute of Technology. This
program is being sponsored by the De-

Synopsis: A satisfactory test technique ers from each electrode which, however, partment of Water and Power of the City
has been developed for studying the rates propagate at much slower velocities than of Los Angeles, the Kelman Electric and
of dielectric recovery of large air gaps and for breakdown of air under normal condi-- C
other types of power-system insulation. tions. Time intervals as high as 30 or 40 Manufacturng Company, and the South-
This permits the accurate control of the microseconds are required for a low-imped- ern California Edison Company. The
fault conditions so that all practical types of ance path to be established. first phase of this program, discussed in
fault currents can be studied. These are: This research program is being extended this paper, deals with air insulation at
(1) very high magnitude short-duration to other insulating media and fault condi- normal atmospheric conditions. This
surges typical of lightning currents; (2) tions and fundamental studies are being
currents of power-system frequencies; and made of the dielectric-recovery mechanism. medium was chosen first since it is the
(3) intermediate duration currents such as most fundamental one of the practical
those which might result from high-fre- insulations and is subject to the least
quency current zeros produced by natural ENOWLEDGE of the dielectric-re- number of controlling factors. A limited
system oscillations. covery characteristics of power- amount of data had been obtained else-

Results are presented showing the rate of system insulation following flashover or where on large air gaps" 2 by artificially
dielectric recovery of 3-, 6-, and 11-inch breakdown is of fundamental importance producing faults and determining system
standard rod gaps for power frequency brerminin andameng por p
fault currents up to 700 amperes. Elec- in determining and improving power- conditions under which reignition did or
trode cooling effects were found important system performance. However, rela- did not occur. Also safe circuit-reclosing
at 3-inch gap spacings but not at six inches tively little fundamental data have been times have been determined from staged
or above. The 11-inch gap data are pro- obtained because of the complexity of the tests under a limited range of condi-
portionately higher than the 6-inch data
indicating that the results can be extra- phenomena and the difficulty of perform- tions.3'4 Such techniques, however, per-
polated. The data show that for arcs of a ing significant tests on representative mit a very limited variation in the im-
few cycles actual duration has little effect insulation media. The bulk of the data portant parameters and require so long
on rate of recovery. A range of current that have been gathered apply only to the that either insufficient data are obtained
magnitudes from 50 to 700 amperes causes circuit breaker arc or to small gaps where or important variations have occurred in
only about a 2-to-1 variation in rate of electrode effects dominate, th cornd tionsd haepocdot
recovery. For the normal ratios of trans- the conditions during the period of the
mission-line insulation level to operating Studies of the primary insulations are test. Also many such staged tests are
voltage (about four to one) minimum delay important in determining probabilities performed by closing in on an artificially
times of from 0.025 second for 100-ampere of insulation failure resulting in sustained produced or fused fault. Accurate timing
faults to 0.05 second for 700 ampere faults faults, permissible reclosing times for cir- Of the start of the fault current thus is not
are required before the recovery voltage

cutbekr,adtepromneo
oftesrtfthfulcrettusint

reaches the magnitude of the normal applied cuit breakers, and the performance of obtained, and vaporized metal may be
voltage. Time intervals of 0.05 to 0.08 disconnect switches. A study of the per- produced in the gap by the fused ele-
second are required before the voltage formance of simultaneous arcs through ment.
strength has built up to twice this level or similar and dissimilar insulating media
one-half the initial gap strength. This is and atndariousdistancesaparton systems

A testing techniquehas been developed
contrasted with a corresponding time inter- at various distances apart on systems
val of only 2- to 3,000-microseconds for is required for better co-ordination of such Paper 50-96, recommended by the AIEE Trans-

, . ., . . . . mission and Distribution Committee and approv-edvery short duration lightning-surge currents. protective devices as deion protector by the AWEE Technical Program Committee for
High-speed camera studies of the arcs tubes. Dielectric-recovery studies are presentation at the AIEE Winter General Meeting,

show that for power-frequency faults of one- als of gra imotnei*eemnn New York, N. Y., January 30-February 3, 1950.half~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~asto one-ycl duration,evisbl luminous Manuscript submitted November 2, 1949; made
gases are present in the gapvspace formtimes the characteristics of system transients available for printing December 2, i949.
after current zero up to 0.07 or 0.08 second. during such faults as arcing grounds. ELLIS are all of the California Institute of Tech-
The illustrations and voltage breakdown The conditions under which arc extinc- nology, Pasadena, Calif.
curves show that subsequent breakdowns tion and reignition occur determine the The authors wish to acknowledge the valuable assist-

photographic luminesceince if sucghtestil characteristics and magnitudes of the re- menet of the electronlic equipmnt, Son Mtteadelo
exists in the gap space. Under these condi- sulting system transient voltages. Of L.HTejadar inohelpig t o°btain the test data, and
tions breakdown is started by initial stream- particular importance in this connection tion.
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which overcomes these difficulties and is ductor which can be varied in approxi- cient voltage from surge generator Num-
an extension of work performed earlier mately one-ohm steps up to 60 ohms. ber 1 for gap breakdown in short times,
on lightning current faults.5 The insula- Fault currents up to approximately 3,000 but allows very little voltage to reach the
tion medium is first broken down by a amperes can be obtained. The ignitron transformer terminals.
surge generator, the fault current allowed circuit shown in Figure 1 is used to control With the use of only the one surge
to flow a specified time and then shut off, the fault-current duration if the self- generator and by blocking cut-off of the
after which the dielectric strength of the extinguishing characteristics of the circuit ignitron circuit, it is possible to study
insulating medium is tested over a wide are not to be studied directly. directly the reignition characteristics of
range of time delays with a second surge To start a fault condition, the test gap the test gap over a limited range of system
generator. By this means data for com- is first broken down by the surge generator recovery voltages and frequencies, as in-
plete dielectric-recovery curves can be ob- designated as Number 1. Its firing time dicated by the range of variation of volt-
tained for a wide range of fault-current is accurately synchronized with the main age and filter-circuit constants shown in
magnitudes and durations. Because of 60-cycle power source by means of the Figure 1. Natural system frequencies
the very flat breakdown characteristics phase-shifting selsyn peaking-transformer from 300 to 7,000 cycles per second can
of air insulation, particularly while still trip circuit shown in Figure 3. Thus be obtained.
under the influence of a predischarge, such fractions or multiples of half-cycles of The Number 2 surge generator is used
data are applicable to all practical types fault current can be accurately duplicated. for the second type of dielectric-recovery
of system overvoltages. This technique As shown in Figure 3, radar pulse trans- study in which the insulation strength of
permits the accumulation of a large mass formers, rated 8 to 30 kv, have been used the test medium is tested at various time
of data so that effects of the various im- with excellent results for tripping the intervals following the end of a controlled
portant parameters can be studied and surge generators. fault current. The Number 2 surge gen-
quantitative correlations made with theo- The facilities of the California In- erator and ignitron circuit are both timed
retical approaches to the problem. stitute of Technology High-Voltage Lab- by a pulse taken from the Number 1 gen-

oratory include two 100-kv surge-gen- erator as shown schematically in Figure 1.
Test Circuits and Techniques erator charging circuits and two separate The ignitron bias control and timing-

10-bank, 1,000-kv surge generators that control circuits are shown in Figure 4.
The main test and auxiliary control can be used as two separate generators or The pulse from the Number 1 generator is

circuits are of interest not only because as one 2,000,000-volt generator. In this applied to a single-shot multivibrator
they represent a new technique for study- test the two separate units comprised circuit whose time delay in sending out a
ing dielectric-recovery phenomena, but generators Numbers 1 and 2. pulse can be controlled by the variable
also because of certain new control When the main 60-cycle power circuit capacitor shown. This pulse is applied to
methods that are being applied to surge- of Figure 1 is energized, the test-gap shunt the grid of a 2050 thyratron whose plate
generator testing. A general schematic resistors are isolated by means of a small circuit supplies current to high-speed re-
diagram of the test circuit is shown in air gap to reduce their required power lays in the bias-control circuits of the
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the main power rating. For breaking down the test gap, F6105 ignitron control thyratrons, see
circuit. This part of the test circuit is surge generator Number 1 is adjusted to Figure 4. These relays have a delay time
shown by heavy lines in Figure 1. Sixty- cause gap flashover on the wave front and of only five milliseconds so that the igni-
cycle power is supplied from a 17-ky bus thus produce a very short duration volt- tron circuit can cut off the fault current
through a single-phase induction reg- age pulse which (due to its high effec- at any desired current zero. For fractions
ulator. This energizes a bank of four tive frequency) can be kept out of the of a half-cycle it was found readily pos-
150-kva 8.6- to 2.4-ky transformers which main power circuit by means of the filter sible to trip the F6105 grid-bias circuit by
supply the actual test circuit. By various circuit shown in Figure 1. The inductor an induced pulse from the Number 1 gen-
combinations of series or parallel connec- and capacitors of this circuit are shown in erator. Thus the ignitrons are immedi-
tions a range of power currents and Figure 2 together with the test-gap and ately conditioned to block off at the first
voltages can be supplied to the test gap. power transformers. At high frequencies current zero. The duration of fault cur-
A further fine control of the fault current this circuit is a high impedance as viewed rent then is varied by the initial trip time
is obtained with the current-limiting in- from the test gap and thus permits suffi- of the Number 1 generator.
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Figure 2. View of main power circuit showing test gap in fore-
ground and power transformers in background. Capacitors and Figure 4. Timing and bias-control circuits for main ignitron fault-duration

inductor of filter circuit are on right side control circuit

TEN-STAGE ScALE-Op-TWO COUNTING directly to the terminal In of the next the counting circuit a varying time delay
CIRCUIT scale-of-two and so on for 10 stages. can be obtained. The oscillator driving

It is desired, of course, to control ac-
When T-2, Figure 6, of the preceding the square-wave generator will apply

curate.ythetimof fir of the Nu r stage becomes conducting, a negative frequencies up to 80 kc, and thus for 10
2 surgtelygentimer to stu thedecber signal is applied to the plate of the Off stages time delays from over one minute
2 surge generator of t he dielectdic- tube and through the resistance-capac- and down to about 13,000 microseconds

reoveryawidpertiesoftimes tesitance cross coupling to the grid of the can be obtained. Less stages are used for
over a wide range of times after the end of
th alurange Fof rfethes endos of On.tube, which causes the flip-flop to pass shorter delays. Values less than 100

binary or scale-of-two flip-flop circuita to its other stable state. When T-2 of the microseconds can be reproduced.
was developed which counts pulses from a preceding state becomes nonconducting The counting circuit is triggered by a

variable frequency square-wave genera-
the resulting positive pulse has no effect pulse from the firing of the first surge

tor.iThis cirequitnc shoewnaveFigurera on the following scale-of-two. Each generator which changes the stable state
tor. This circuit is shown in Figure 5 scale-of-two produces one negative pulse of the 6SN7 gate control tube, thus put-

withitsascemafticodia ming Figcure 6n. for each two that are applied to it from ting a positive bias on the 6SJ7 amplifier

sists of two tubes which have two stable the preceding stage, so that for 10 stages tube and allowing this tube to supply
saeoe tostale a total of 210 or 1,024 pulses input to the square waves to the first scale-of-two.

states and canhbe changedrfromt oet o he, first stage is required to produce a com- The stable state of the gate-control tube is

the two stable states being distinguished plete operation of the counting circuit. returned again to its cut-off state by a
by which tube is conducting. The ter- Thus, by varying the frequency applied to negative pulse from the counting circuit
minal Out of one scale-of-two is connected

Figure 3 (below). Control pulse circuits for timing surge-generator trip circuits

Figure 5 (right). View of timing control circuit for the number 2 surge generators showing
oscillator, square wave generator, and binary counting or delay circuit
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at the end of its operation which in turn ous operation without shutting off thc Standard rod gaps were used in all
negatively biases the 6SJ7 to cut-off and main power circuit between test shots. studies reported here. The test-circuit
resets the counting circuit for its next This is shown in Figure 7. The device insulation levels are adequate for study-
operation. The control pulse out of the pulls a small diameter copper wire from a ing gap spacings up to about 15 inches.
counter is fed to the Number 2 surge- spool around and between gap terminals Previous data on lightning surge cur-
generator trip-pulse circuit shown in at the top. The fuse holder is driven rents" had been obtained at gap spacings
Figure 3. through an insulated shaft by a limit- of 6 and 11 inches. Most of the data dis-

AUTOMATIC FUSE CHANGERS switch position-controlled motor that cussed here were obtained at the same

accurately positions each quarter-turn spacings to correlate with those tests.
Although the inductance-capacitance of the fuse-holder rotor. In addition 3-inch gaps were studied.

filter of the main power circuit, Figure 1, When using the actual system-recovery
presents sufficient impedance for the RECORDING EQUIPMENT voltage of the circuit supplying the fault
short-duration pulse of the Number 1 The complete circuit is suitable for current, the logical procedure is to vary
generator, it is not very practical to have testing insulating media with initial in- one of several possible parameters until
a filter of sufficient impedance to allow a sulation levels up to about 300 or 400 kv. critical reignition is reached. A point on

conventional surge generator to produce a As shown in Figure 1, shunts are used for a dielectric-recovery curve then can be
full wave with a tail of 40 microseconds or measuring the gap current and voltage. obtained by the crest magnitude and time
more. It was found quite easy, however, Low-frequency records are obtained with to crest of the system-recovery voltage
to use a series-fused gap so co-ordinated a magnetic oscillograph and high-speed when the arc just fails to restrike. The
as to allow the fault current to flow but to records with a Westinghouse cold-cathode parameters which can be varied are the
insulate against the discharge of the cathode-ray oscillograph with both elec- time constant of the circuit to control
Number 2 generator. An automatic fuse trostatic sweep control and a high-speed the rate of rise of the system-recovery
changer was developed to allow continu- drum-type film holder. The cathode-ray voltage, the applied circuit voltage to

oscillograph can be tripped from the control the magnitude of the recovery
Number 1 or Number 2 generator as de- voltage, the magnitude of the fault cur-

Figure 7 (left). Auto-
matic fuse changer for
series gap in main

power circuit

Figure 8 (right). Typical
fault-current recovery.
voltage oscillogram for
tests using natural sys-
tem-recovery voltage.
(Test 167 of Table I)
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Figure 9. Data on dielectric recovery of standard rod gaps using natural system-recovery voltages. (See Table 1)
A. Gap spacings from 2.5 to 4.25 inches B. Gap spacings from 5.0 to 6.9 inches

rent, and the gap spacing. Unfortu- test runs that were made. In the tabula- masks any effects of variation in the
nately, it is difficult to vary any one of the tion are given the applied voltage-crest fault current. The only logical segre-
above parameters without causing ap- fault current, per cent of one-half cycle of gation found is with regard to gap spac-
preciable changes in one or more of the the fault current, crest magnitude, and ing. In Figure 9 are plotted all records
others. Variation of circuit voltage or time to crest of the system-recovery segregated into two groups of gap spac-
system natural frequency at a fixed fault voltage. The current data apply to the ings. These data will be discussed in
current produces a very slow test pro- actual oscillograms from which the re- more detail later.
cedure since it requires an accurate read- covery voltage point was scaled at the
justment of the current-limiting reactor. test shot on which the circuit just re- Tests Using Two Surge Generators
The best test procedure found was to set covered. A typical oscillogram from
the circuit voltage, natural system fre- which these data were obtained is shown With the ignitron circuit and suffi-
quency, and limiting reactor and then in Figure 8. As shown in Table I, ciently high circuit voltages so that arc
vary the gap spacing until the critical the crest current ranges from 7 to 52 drop is not a factor, accurate controlof the
reignition condition is reached. amperes and the time to current zero from magnitude and duration of the fault cur-
With gaps of the order of three to six 18 per cent to 100 per cent of a half- rent is obtained. Individual tests can be

inches, it was found that the circuit cycle. Various analyses of the data were made at the charging rate of the surge
voltage had to be reduced to the order of attempted, such as segregating into generator or 1-minute intervals. Thus
1,000 volts rms, or less, before arc ex- groups of limited current variation, but the study of the effects of the controlling
tinction would occur naturally with fault the spread in the points as plotted on factors becomes practicable since the
currents of practical magnitudes. This dielectric-recovery curves completely circuit test conditions can be accurately
was true with system natural frequencies
as low as 300 cycles per second. Even Figure 10. Comparison of time-lag or volt-time curves (obtained by two generator tests) for 3-
then the currents were below 50 amperes. inch rod gap with no predischarge and predischarge of one-half cycle 250-ampere crest
Therefore this phase of the study neces-
sarily was confined to currents of this
magnitude or less. Under these condi- _
tions the arc drop was appreciable and, 0.- _
as is to be expected, accurate reproduc- :
tion of test conditions was difficult. It INITIAL BREAKDOWN - - -
was found in all cases that if the arc ex- NO POWER CURRENT 4
tinguished itself naturally it did so within BAR 28.99 IN. U.

--- - - - ~~~W.B' 2.5 *F.
the first half-cycle or at the first current - - - D.B 75.5 F.
zero. However, for any two faults with . -
identical settings of the controllable 0 _
parameters the magnitude and duration of 0- |
fault current from its start to the first S0 0o __|
current zero varied considerably. This 2 o 0 0 0 - -
erratic characteristic therefore requires i l q4 r | | n
so many tests to getamean critical con- > < o _ °-_- -
dition that enough points for even a por- POWER CURRENT 250 AMP5 CREST fOR y CiLE. < . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TIME ELF1AY AFTER CURRENT ZERO - 76.965 bSEC.
tion of a dielectric-recovery curve can - -_
not be obtained in a short enough time so 7l
that the effects of variations in atmos-l l
pheric conditions can be eliminated or - - - - - - - - __- - - -t.

Table I lists 76 sets of critical reignition 2 4 4TM >HYRI IOEOD 6 1
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Table I. Summary of Actual System Recovery Tests random nature of the data when the

Test GapPerCent Crest Cest Recovery medium is recovering from a fault. The
Oscillogram Gap, Crest, Half- Transformer, Gap, Time, other is the fact that although the volt-
Number Inches Amperes Cycle Volts Volts Microseconds tm uvspotdtruhpit b

75 . 6~~~.0.....18.8.....50 ......1750......2700.......1160 tmdi hswyhv estr-pta
78........6.0 .....7.2.....50......1530......2100.......895 tandithswyavlesur-phn

80 . 6~~.5.....7.7.....50......1585......1660.......1010 for gaps without a predischarge, the
85 . 6~~.5.....8.4.....50......1590......2475.......1230 breakdown can occur at much longer time

87. 6~~~.5.....11.3 .....72......1560......2060 .......1305
116 . 6~~.5.....21.7.....90......1565......3140.......1285 lags. Further, it was found that for a

119.......6.75.....24.0.....86......1580......2920.......1640 reinotmenevas(htncae138.......6.75.....11.4.....27......608......426.......343 reinotienevas(htncae
139 . 4~~.0.....10.4.....36......609......372.......286 with magnitude of the fault current)
141 . 3~~~.0.....23.0.....59......630......255.......248

142.......2.5 .....19.6.....59......637......240.......145 breakdown can occur at a relatively slow
149.......3.5 .....12.6.....32......601......195 .......200 rate. This is illustrated by the oscillo-.
150.......3.5 .....21.8 .....59......627......487 .......343
151 . 3~~.0.....24.1.....63......640......568.......457 grams of Figure 11. Thissamephenom-

153.......2.75.....38.7.....71......640......675.......420 ena had been observed when studying
154.......2.63 .....27.6.....64......625......375 .......410
155.......2.56.....41.4.....73......625......765.......571 gpreorig from high-current short-
-167.... .6.75.....21.8 .....86......1740......3080 .......1605

gpeoei

176.......6.75.....13.4.....77......1600......2680.......1016 duration surge currents.' There, how-
184.......6.75.....15.1.....86......1310......2145.......1218 ever, itwas found only for time intervals
187.......6.75.....22.1 .....55......1310......1237 .......670
193.......6.75.....25.0.....82......906......1065.......650 less than about 100 or 200 microseconds
195.......6.75.....17.3.....68......896......740.......608 or when the gap is still carrying small
199 . 6~~~.0.....20.7.....68......875......940.......781

200.......6.0 .....19.6.....55......947......880.......694 currents. In the case of one or two half-
202.... ..6.0 .....27.6.....77......947......1206.......770 cylsopwe-rqnyfatcuet241.......6.75.....23.0.....73......1040......1085.......710 cylsopwe-rqnyfatcuet
253.......3.5 .....20.2.....50......806......260.......257 this -region extends to about 40,000 micro-
254.......3.5 .....12.1.....18......806......279 .......262 scnsfr10apr alsadt255.......3.5 .....19.4.....50......806......316 .......171 scnsfr10apr alsadt
257.......3.5 .....16.1.....50......867......224.......286 about 70,000 microseconds for currents as
258 . 3~~~.5.....10.3.....36......867......405.......344

263......,3.75.....11.4.....23......806......281.......294 high as 700 amperes. The percentage
265.......3.75.....16.1.....45......947......300.......417 of such slow breakdown records decreases
271.......3.69 .....29.9.....64......952......794 .......455
279.......3.94.....17.2.....36......940......152.......214 at the longer intervals. However, even
283.... ...3.94.....27.6.....68......804......386.......305 tog l radwsaea hsso290.......4.25.....34.4.....59......934......837.......498 tog lradwsaeahsso
297.......5.0 .....36.3.....50......793......105.......286 rate there still exists a definite critical
298.......5.0 .....56.5.....50......793......216 .......271 vlaeblwwihbekonwlo299.......5.25.....56.5.....50......806......291 .......381 vlaeblwwihbekonwlo
301.... ...5.25.....19.4.....27......778......71.......105 occur. Because of this type of breakdown
302.......5.25 .....44.4.....45......804......185 .......328
306.......5.25.....48.4.....50......804......306.......617 and the possibility of the media not sup-
307........6.0 .....52.3.....50......764......435.......509 por-ting voltages below the apparent
309.......6.0 .....48.4.....50......793......425 .......530
396.......2.56.....32.2.....90+......700......404.......496 critical, it was considered desirable to use
438.......5.75.....21.8.....90+......1032......486.......621 alogtail tetwvsa practicable.
441.......5.88.....27.6.....90+......1032......649 .......785 asln eLwvss
444.......5.63.....22.3.....90+......1025......738.......814 Surges with a time to half-value of about
449........6.88.....27.6.....90+......985......760.......864 0mcoendwreudfrthdaai452......6.38.....25.3.....90+......962......680 80.icoseons.wreusd.fr.he5at5i
454.......6.0 .....20.7.....90+......962......513.......456 all of the dielectric-recover-y curves ex-
456.......5.94 .....33.9.....90+......962......868 .......585
462.......5.38.....34.6.....90+......962......870.......829 cept the highest point on the 11-inch gap
471.......4.50.....33.8.....90+......962......924.......644 curve, Figure 14(B). As shown by Figure
506......5.63 .....30.2 .....90+......1202......813 .......595
513.......6.75.....36.8.....90+......1147......876.......657 11, partial breakdowns were also re-
527.......6.75.....28.7.....90+......1019......726.......540 corded at the shorter time delays after
528.......6.75.....28.7 .....90+......1019..... 789 .......723
539.......6.75.....27.2.....90+......941..... 671.......585 current zero.
544.......6.75 .....29.9 .....90+......941 ...... 664 .......520
545.......6.75.....24.8 .....90+......941..... 535 .......460
551.......6.75.....25.3.....90+......941......638.......572 HIGH-SPEED CAMERA STUDIES
559 . 6~~~.7.....17.9.....90+......941......388.......463

561........6.75 .....23.0 .....90+......941......513 .......458
563.......6.75.....23.2.....90 +......941......583.......660 Much valuable information has been
565..... 6.75.....25.3.....90+......835......398.......530 obtained from the high-speed photo-
566.......6.75 .....34.5.....90+......835......518 .......534
567.......6.75.....18.4.....90+......835......168.......303 graphic studies, particularly from the
568........6.75.....39.1.....90+.......835......513.......440 records obtained with the 3,000-frame-
571........6.75 .....30.3 .....90+......835....._403 .......430
572.......6.75.....36.8.....90+......835......525.......473 per-second movie camera. Portions of
573.......6.75.....32.2.....90+......835......495.......469

oeo h oeitrsigo hs575.......6.75.....32.2.....90+......835......488.......520 oeo h oeitrsigo hs
576.......6.75.....26.4.....90+......835......358.......475 records are shown in Figure 12. The

first group of frames shows the first 2,300
microseconds of the fault-current arc.

duplicated and many test points ob- use a standard 11/2 by 40-microsecond The second group shows the luminous



center of the gap toward the electrodes or
the gases near the electrode remained
luminous longer. As shown in the third
group of records in Figure 12, there s'ill
remains a faint path of luminosity in the
gap through which the second discharge
occurred. In all recorded cases the period
in vnhich visible luminous gas remains in

tX tf~~~~~~~~~the central region of the gap corresponds
=to the maximum delay for which slow

fourth group shows the second discharge,
and the fifth, the luminosity which still

persste atoneterminal after 0.12
second. Faint traces of luminous gas are
visible in such a record as long as 0.15 to
0. 17 second after the end of the fault cur-
rent even though no second discharge is
applied.

Detailed examination of such records
shows that extensive motion in the arc
path occurs even during the half-cycle of
fault current. The arc develops, then ex-
pands radially (in, of course, a tortuous
corkscrew path) with visible diameters

$<, ~~~~~~oftwo or three inches. The luminious
area shown in the frames reaches its
maxinmumi at the crest of the fault current

Figure 11. Typical oscillograms showing slow breakdown characteristics obtained when and diminishes only slightly by the time
number 2 generator voltage is applied at short time intervals

Figure 12. High-speed movie camera record of 3-inch gap discharge. Initial fault current one-half cycle of 100-ampere crest
A-Start of Fault current. B-During second half-cycle of time from start of arc. C-Period just prior to second discharge. D-Period just

after second discharge. F-Period toward end of visual luminescence showing ionized gas in region of one terminal only
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Figure 1 3 (above). Volt-time data for three separate runs showing effect of varying
atmospheric conditions 0.3

Six-inch rod gap, '/2-cycle 10-ampere crest fault current. Time delay after current.-- ---
zero 77,000 microseconds

Figure 14 (below). Dielectric-recovery curves obtained with two generator tests
0 2 4 6 62A. Three-inch standard rod gaps B. Six- and 11-inch gaipsREORYTE IN THOUSAN3 Or MlICROSECS

___ ___ / ~~~~~~~~~~CRITICALFLASHOVER Figure 1 5. Comparison of dielectric-recovery
__ __- ____ - --------- ~~~~~~~~characteristics of standard rod gap for different

- __ ~~~~~~typesof predischarge

-~~~~ 250 AMPS ~~~~~~~~~th fault current reaches zero. For half-'I.1,-1' _~~60AMF-S -- cycle faults it is quite intense for three
- -- or four more half-cycles. However, it

_ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~doesnot drift out or away from the gen-
------.- ~~~~~~~~~~~~eralregion of the gap in the period that it

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ~~~~~~~isphotographically visible.
UJ2_ -0 _ .The record in Figure 12 isof particular

Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~interest since it shows that a large time
interval was required for the second dis-

co 20 40 60 8o 10 1
20 1000 ISO24000 charge to build up to maximum in-

RECOVERY TIME IN THOUSANDS OF MICROSECONDS tensity. This corresponds to the slow
A 3" STANDARD ROD GAP I CYCLE OF FAULT CURRENTraeobekdw mntndpevusy
1___Ii ___ -2 aeo ra sy

22C0 The first frame of the fourth set shows

I ~~~~electrode through the trail of luminous200 ~~ __ ~IIIIIIIIIIII~~~ IliCA LO. - gas. The next frame shows the intense

.0-1-4 - - _ -- -- -~~~~~ - _ - _ -~ return strcamer that completes the dis-II -______ - -~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~ charge. Of these two initial streamers the
CORR ECTED, POIN"S

- -- - one passing through the gas of greatest
160 -1 - - - - -

__ - -- __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~luminosityis more intense itself. The
11 IN.RODIGAP

A UL S ITStime interval between these two frames is40 300AMRES-jCYLE .~RI1i ..LILASH) ~ - about 400 microseconds, but of course

__ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~about300 microseconds of time is lost by
IiIIiIL I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~~the shutter action and the first faint trace~~~I2C ____ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~may have started just before the shutter

closed. Thus the actual time of build-up



parts greatly from the path of visual straight line above six inches. This is For a system natural frequency of 1,000
luminosity. By this time the hot gases due to the gap configuration and probably cycles per second and assuming an over-
have disappeared in the central region of also explains the first of the above com- voltage of 1.5 times normal, the ratio of
the gap and the second discharge takes a parisons for the cases with predischarges. normal applied voltage to normal insula-
straight path between the electrodes. The second effect is probably due to tion level would have to be of the order of

electrode cooling. The greater conduc- 0.01 or less. However, as shown by the
EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS tivity of the electrodes can have an ap- dielectric-recovery curves for short-dura-

preciable effect in cooling air adjacent to tion surges, a good probability exists for
The tests reported here were performed each electrode. For gaps of six inches or recovery at a high-frequency current

with air under natural conditions and more this effect should not be appreciable zero. This was discussed in reference ;.
subject to normal variations. As sig- as shown by the comparison between the
nificant changes occurred in the weather, 11-inch and 6-inch gap curves. These FUTURE TESTS
test runs were repeated to determine the show quite similar rates of recovery and Unfortunately this is a very complex
effect. In such cases the variations be- the 11-inch data have the same propor- subject and many more tests are re-
tween mean critical breakdown values tionality factor at all points. It thus quired before some of the important con-
were of the same order of magnitude as appears evident that data obtained from clusions can be reached on this subject.
the standard correction factors to be ap-

gaps of these lengths can be extrapolated Data have to be obtained for fault-cur-
plied to air without a predischarge. Typ- to larger gap spacings. These same con- rent durations between the range of the
ical data of this type is shown in Figure siderations apply to data of Figure 9 for short-duration lightning surges and ap-
13. The principal results o' the grouping tests obtained using natural system re- preciable fractions of one-half cycle of
of the three runs is the correspondingly covery. Here gaps in the region of three power frequency. The effects of appre-
greater spread in the points. The ap- inches have about twice the proportionate ciable air velocities and of gap positions
plication of the standard correction factor rate of recovery as 6-inch gaps. This is must be studied and similar data ob-
for varying atmospheric conditions to the somewhat higher than the proportionate tained for other media such as insulator
test data brought the grouping closer to- ratio observed in Figure 14. strings and wood insulation. This, to-
gether. In most of the data presented The 6- and I1-inch gap data of Figure gether with a fundamental study of the
here, such correction factors amount to she that for fap dats of Figure mech er y andstudown
only three or four per cent at the most. 14 show that for fault currents of 100 to mechanism of recovery and breakdown
Under these conditions they were ap- 700 amperes, time intervals of 0.02 to during the second discharge through the
plied to the data but probably have no 0.04 second are required for the insulation weakened arc path, constitute the second
significance. Only the two points shown to recover to one-fourth of its original phase of this project now in progress.
in Figure 14(B) had larger correction strength and 0.05 to 0.08 second to re-
factors. cover to one-half its original strength. References

This region corresponds to the normal
range of ratios of original transmission- 1. DEIONIZATION TimE oF HIGH-VOLTAGE FAULT-

DIELECTRic-RECOVERY CURVES lieislto teght omlapid ARC PATHS, Everett J. Harrington, E. C. Starr.CURVSline insulation strength to normal applied AIEE Transactions, volume 68, part II, 1949,

Thirty-five or forty test points appear voltage showing the time intervals re- pages 997-1004.Thiry-fie o forytetpintsappar qiredaftr th inerrutionof he fult 2. INSULATION FLASHOVER DEIONIZATION TIMiEs
to be adequate for establishing a critical quired after the interruption of the fault AS A FACTOR IN APPLYING HIGH-SPEED RECLOSING
point on a dielectric-recovery curve, before it is safe to reclose the circuit CIRCUIT BREAKERS, A. C. Boisseau, B. W. Wyman,

W. F. Skeats. AIEE Transactions, volume 68,

However, two to four such runs were made breakers. part II, 1949, pages 1058-67.
at each time interval in an attempt to Figure 15 shows the correlation (in the 3. KEEPING THE LINE IN SERVICE BY RAPID RE-

establish accurately the dielectric-re -region of shorter time delays) CLOSING, S.B .Griscom,J. J. Torok. Electricestablish accurately the dielectric-re- region of shortertime delays) between the Journal (East Pittsburgh, Pa.), May 1933, page

covery curves presented here. Thus each two types of tests described here and data 201.
point is the result of 70 to 150 actual previously obtained' with high-magnitude 4. SYSTEMATIc TESTS WITH AUTOMATIC HIGH

SPEED RECLOSING IN TEE GoESGEN AND LAUFEN-
tests. The data obtained for longer time short-duration fault currents representa- BURG POWER SYSTEM, W. Wanger. Brown Boveri
intervals is plotted in Figure 14 for 3-, tive of lightning surges. The very rapid Review (Baden, Switzerland), December 1945.
6-, and 11-inch horizontal rod gaps. As recovery to lightning-surge currents is LA DiELECTRICRRECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OMP

LARGE AIR GAPS, G. D. McCann, J. J. Clark.
shown, the bulk of the data has so far contrasted with the much slower re- Electrical Engineering (AIEE Transactions), Janu-
been obtained for one-half cycle of power covery, even to power-frequency cur- ary 1943, volume 62, pages 45-52.

current. Shorter duration arcs have not rents as low as 20 to 50 amperes. The rel- 6. THE MODEL 200 PULSE COUNTteR, W. A.
Higinbothom, James Gallagher, Matthew Sands.

yet been studied in detail. It has been atively slow rates of recovery for 60-cycle Review of Scientific Instruments (New York, N. Y.),
found that the rate of recovery is rela- fault currents make it appear unlikely volume 18, number 10, October 1947, page 706.

tively insensitive to longer durations. that normal power-line insulation would
Points obtained with one or two cycles of recover after an appreciable fraction of a
fault current are not appreciably dif- half-cycle of fault current flows unless Discussion
ferent than those for one-half cycle. after such long times that the arc has ex-

Comparison of the three-inch and six- tended itself greatly by rising out of the 0. Ackermann (Westinghouse Electric
inch gap data in Figure 14 shows that not central region of the gap. Assuming an Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa.): Any-
only is the strength of the three-inch gap average of 0.25 for the ratio of normal body who has worked on the recovery

characteristics of arcs will agree fully withproportionately higher at anysg time in- system voltage to normal insulation the authors that the subject is very complex
terval but its relative rate of recovery is strength, one finds from the dielectric- and that it is difficult to perform significant
more rapid. Examination of critical recovery curves that even if the system tests, that is, tests from which any conclu-
breakdown curves for rod gaps without a transient or recovery voltage did not ex- sions can be drawn beyond the immediate
predischarge shows that the relative ceed normal voltage, its frequency would region within which they have been per-

' ~~~~~formed. In other words, extrapolation so
strength of a 3-inch gap is greater than a 'have to be less than 60 cycles to prevent far has been very risky. In order to fit
6-inch gap whereas the curve becomes a its crossing the dielectric-recovery curve, isolated groups of data into a coherent pic-
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z
interrupted by the series gap. Tests were
made on rod gaps ranging from 5'/2 to 11

12 , .-inches, both in vertical and in horizontal SURGES

0 . -- -- - D position; the currents were limited to 500 X 66 MILLIAMPS
0 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~poiin tez 50 60 CYCLES

milliamperes and less. The data were co- 300 AMPS
VJ 8 T % ~~~-ordinated on the basis of kilovolts rms per7

c ~~~~~~~~~~inchof gap spacing; the results are shown

o6A C -9< | in Figure 1 of the discussion. Horizontal

a:X - and vertical gaps clear equally well in the _
current and voltage range where the clearing °
requires only a few cycles, that is, while the
arc still is in the more or less direct line 0 2 4 6 6

0_ )100 200 300 400 500 between the two electrodes. In the sub- RECOVERY TIME IN THOUSANDS OF MICROSECONDS
MILLIAMPS sequent cycles some flaring out and length-

Figure 1. Interrupting ability of rod gaps ening occurs even in the vertical arc, but Figure 2. Comparison of dielectric-recovery

(5.5 to 11 inches) at low 100-per cent power- the process cannot go very far and the arc characteristics of an 11-inch rod gap for
factor 60-cycle currents will not clear at all unless it can do so within different types of predischarge

the first 30 cycles. Horizontal arcs never
A. Applying to both horizontal and vertiCal failed to clear within the range of the per- ture and adds information on one of the
gaps: limit for cledring within four cycles formed tests, which is indicated by line C in numerous fringe areas to this extensive

B. Applying to vertical gaps only: limit for Figure 1 of the discussion. problem.
clearing at all, sometimes after as much as 30 In all these tests the current was entirely

cycles resistance limited; therefore, after current
C. Limit of explored area; horizontal gaps zero, the voltage reappeared across the gap G. D. McCann, J. E. Conner, and H. M.
clear anywhere within this range, sometimes in the form of a symmetrical 60-cycle sine Ellis: The authors were happy to receive

taking up to 70 cycles wave, starting from zero. In the critical the additional information provided by
clearing tests indicated by line A in Figure 1 Mr. Ackermann's discussion and to see the

D. Average gradient for initial breakdown of the discussion, the dielectric-recovery agreement with data presented in the paper.
of rod gap curve of the gap must have more or less As pointed out by Mr. Ackermann, the very

followed that sine wave. To see how this great complexity of this subject makes it
ture, a reliable core or outline is needed such fits into the picture presented by the extremely risky to rely on a few isolated
as now is taking shape in the hands of the authors in Figure 15 of the paper, we select points for reliable information on dielectric
authors of this paper. the 5-kv 66-milliampere point of our line A, recovery or try to extrapolate into uncon-
A few years ago the writer found it convert the voltage to that for an 11-inch firmed regions.

necessary to check into the clearing ability gap, that is, 55 kv rms, 78-kv crest, and It was for these reasons that so much
of the air gaps employed in series with ex- plot the corresponding sine wave in Figure effort has been devoted by the authors to
pulsion-type arresters for transmission lines, 15. This is done in the Figure 2 of the dis- the development of a reliable and suffi-
the question being, what leakage current cussion, and it appears that the new curve, ciently rapid dielectric-recovery testing
flowing over the outside of the tube or over although arrived at by an approximative technique that makes possible a compre-
an insulator supporting the tube can be method, fits fairly well into the general pic- hensive study of this subject.
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